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General: 
This paper is a commentary on the use of power-law distributions to learn about the science of 
cities.  
 
Major Takeaway: 
Scaling relationships, and more generally data analysis, have an important role to play in the 
rising new science of cities. However, it is dangerous to interpret empirical results without any 
mechanistic insight. Conclusions cannot safely be draw from data analysis alone.  
 
Details: 

• The growing availability of data allows the science of cities to take an empirically 
grounded footing. 

• For example, there has been a recent growth of “scaling laws” which present as power-
law relationships between socioeconomic (GDP, # of patents) or structural quantities Y 
(i.e. length of roads or cables), and the size of the population P in the city: 

o 𝑌 ~ 𝑃𝛽 
Where the exponent 𝛽 can be different from 1. 
 

• As these scaling laws grow in number, it is unclear what we are really learning from 
them. 

• Mechanistic insights about where these scaling laws are coming from are often 
nonexistent – which leads to misguided interpretations. 

• Barthelemy then points to a few papers which try to answer the question: 
o “Are larger cities greener – in the sense that there are fewer emissions per capita 

for larger cities – or smoggier?” 
o These papers all provided contradictory evidence and Barthelemy hopes to show 

why this might be. 
 
Two Main Sources of Error: 

• 1. Being unable to measure the true quantity of CO2 emissions, they all use some sort of 
proxy. 

o Using the wrong proxy (for example, the average distance traveled to work 
versus the average amount of time in traffic [the latter is correct btw]) is going to 
affect the estimation and negative affect the “observed” measurements 

• 2. How a research defines a city itself is a major source of error. 
o There is confusion within the field, and this is crucial as scaling exponents are 

very sensitive to the definition of the city 

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1068/b4105c


An Example of How this Problem May Present Itself 
Barthelemy then collects his own data to answer the above CO2 question and illustrates how 
the definition of the city can lead to contradictory findings. 
 

 
 

 
 


